
A summary of the latest enhancements  
to PatBase and PatBase Express 

New Non-Patent Literature module
A Non-Patent Literature module has been added to PatBase and can be accessed from the Search menu. 
The non-patent literature module offers the ability to explore over 12 sources of non-patent literature using 
either a basic keyword search or an advanced, multi-field based search. Results are presented from the 
individual resources and, when multiple resources are searched, as a de-duplicated list of “meta” results. 
Search results are linked to the full text article on the originator website and are exportable in Excel and 
RIS format.

  

New Semantic search capability
Replacing the “Similar” search option in PatBase is a new and enhanced “Semantic Search” capability.  
Available from the Search menu, the Semantic search is a newly developed interactive search option 
which extracts concepts from any text based input and allows the user to select/deselect a concept to 
search and even add a new concept of interest. Based on the concepts searched, PatBase retrieves 
relevant patent families and then allows the user to focus the patent families based on one or more 
technology areas. Semantic Search offers an interesting new way to expand and further explore subject 
searching for anyone using PatBase and complements patent classification searches by locating 
additional pertinent documents.



  



“Side by Side” option to compare the text of publications in a patent family
From the “Full Text” view in PatBase, the “Compare” option now allows users to compare the text of 
two publications in a family “side by side”. This option makes it easier to identify any changes in the text 
between two different publications.



Re-organised “More Options” menu
We have re-organised the “More Options” menu in PatBase, which is available for all searches from the 
Search History, to make it easier to use.



Option to change the interface language
We have added an option in the “Display/search options” to allow a user to change their PatBase interface 
language to Chinese, Japanese or English without having to log out and then log back in, making it much 
easier to flip between searching in the different language interfaces. 

For more information about PatBase, click here

http://minesoft.com/patbase-online-patent-database/


PatBase Express Enhancements
NEW Login page
We have redesigned the PatBase Express Login page to be more modern and streamlined

Re-organised Menu bar
We have re-organised the PatBase Express Menu bar by adding the new Semantic search and Non-Patent 
Literature search options, moving the Boolean search to “More Options” and re-organising the “More 
Options” menu to make it easier to use.



Enhanced Non-Patent Literature search module
We have redesigned and enhanced the Non-Patent Literature search module in PatBase Express. The 
non-patent literature module offers the ability to explore over 12 sources of non-patent literature alongside 
patent data using either a basic keyword search or an advanced, multi-field based search. Results are 
presented from the individual resources and, when multiple resources are searched, as a de-duplicated 
list of “meta” results. Search results are linked to the full text article on the originator website and are 
exportable in Excel and RIS format.

Enhanced ability to share results, add results to folders and search folders
We have added the ability in PatBase Express to share a results set with a colleague or add search results 
to a PatBase Express folder from the search results page. Furthermore, you can now search the results in 
any public folder by using the “search within this folder” option.



New Semantic search capability
Replacing the “Similar” search option in PatBase Express is a new and enhanced “Semantic Search” 
capability.  The Semantic search is an interactive search option which extracts concepts from any text 
based input and allows the user to select/deselect a concept to search and even add a new concept of 
interest. Based on the concepts searched, PatBase Express retrieves relevant patent families and then 
allows the user to focus the patent families based on one or more technology areas. Semantic search 
offers an easy-to-use new way to expand and further explore subject searching in patents for anyone 
using PatBase Express, across the corporation.



Ability to “Change Password”
We have added the ability to change your PatBase Express password more easily by clicking on the “More 
Options” and then “Change Password”.

For more information about PatBase Express, click here.

If you have any questions or feedback for us about any of the new features, please don’t hesitate to 
contacts us at support@minesoft.com or call +44(0)208 404 0651

http://minesoft.com/patbase-express-patent-database/
mailto:support@minesoft.com

